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What type of adaptive measures did the
Ministry of Energy and Water need, in
2020? What were the lessons of this
period?

The  polit ical  and  f inancial  situation  of  the

country  in  2020  coupled  with  COVID-19  left

the  ministry  of  energy  and  water  with  no

option  but  to  pursue  i ts  investment  plans

using  direct  negotiations  with  original

equipment  manufacturers  (OEMs )  in

collaboration  with  their  government  to  secure

financing .   Traditional  bidding  processes  were

not  possible  under  the  f inancial  default

condition  that  Lebanon  was  facing .

  Unfortunately ,  these  measures  proved  to  be

unsuccessful  due  to  the  insistence  of  all

multi laterals  to  implement  signif icant  reforms

in  the  sector  prior  to  any  investments .

What is the status of the current
projects/initiatives planned for 2020-2021?
  What strategies should be implemented in
order to support the private sector?

Developers  appetite  towards  investing  in  the

various  sectors ,  especially  in  the  energy

sector ,  has  diminished  and  has  become

subject  to  provision  of  guarantees  from

multi lateral  agencies  or  sovereign  guarantees

which  are  not  available  under  the  extremely

challenging  f iscal  situation  the  country  is

presently  facing .  Hence ,  the  pre-requisite  of

any  infrastructure  project ,  is  having  minimum

financial  stabil ity  and  vision  towards  the

credit  worthiness  of  the  country .

What transformations you expect, their
effects for the Lebanese energy sector and
in a regional perspective?

Given  the  high  fuel  cost  of  conventional

thermal-based  generation  and  the  relatively

rapid  evolution  of  renewable  energy

technologies  and  their  associated  low

levelized  energy  costs ,  there  should  be

increased  rel iance  on  such  RE  sources  to

reduce  the  need  for  exportable  foreign

currency .   I  think  RE  are  able  to  provide  



"Renewables are able
to provide sustainable
and affordable energy
supply in the region at
competitive prices"
 

sustainable  and  affordable

energy  supply  in  the  region  at

competit ive  prices .

How affected was the energy
sector by the latest event in
Lebanon and what are the
immediate actions that
should be taken?

The  situation  in  the  country

post  October  17 ,  2019

coupled  with  the  deterioration

of  the  f inancial  situation  had

already  heavily  strained  the

energy  sector  (big  drop  in

bil l ing  collections ,  inabil ity  to

continue  reduction  of  non-

technical  losses ,  loss  of

investment  appetite…) .  The

blast  of  Aug .  4  completely

destroyed  the  EDL  building

including  the  national  control

center ,  the  220kV  Achrafieh

substation  was  also  severely

damaged  in  addition  to  the

loss  of  3  precious  l ives  and

more  than  30  injuries  including

the  EDL  general  manager .

Immediate  steps  include

procuring  temporary  location

for  EDL  employees  to  resume

their  works  and  work  on

repairing  the  building  damages

ASAP .  We  also  have  to  reinstate

the  national  control  center  to

enable  us  control  the  electrical

grid  and  to  restore  works  in  the

customers ’  service  f loor .

Electricity  to  the  area  most

affected  by  the  blast  was

restored  within  two  weeks  for

all  occupied  building  and

homes .    Normal  services  are

gradually  being  supplied

to  all  those  who  request  i t

after  ensuring  safety  before  re-

energization .

What is the message that you
would like to send to the
Lebanese people?

Lebanese  people  have  survived

many  tragedies  throughout

history .  They  have  always

managed  to  steadfastly  r ise

from  under  the  rubble  because

of  their  faith  in  this  country .  I

have  high  hopes  that  Lebanon

will  r ise  up  and  shine  again ,  by

putting  all  our  hands  together .
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Generating 1,655 Mega Watt Hour per year (MWhr/yr)

Use 600 poly christaline PV panels supplied by the

partner of Phoenix Energy  and Yingli Energy, the

number one PV panel manufacturer in the world

Include a full weather station with data logging capacity

Feature state-of-the-art structural  design, unique in the

Middle East, combining a primary concrete structure

and a secondary steal structure

Consist of a display panel visible to the public showing

the current production, the savings in KWhr and in

carbon

"WORLD'S FIRST RIVER SOLAR SNAKE"

 

Provide 100% availability, thus able to run 365 days of

the year without interruption, as the maintenance of the

plant could be carried after sunset

Incorporate a remote monitoring system with remote

trouble shooting

Use 60 inverters with an expandable topology, designed

in a decentralized manner 

Feature High-level security with a 3 meter fencing around

the plant and CCTV cameras in addition to around the

clock security personnel

emissions, the positive environmental impact of the project



“The three most important ways to LEAD people are:
by example… by example… by example” (Albert
Schweitzer)

Back in 2014 the installed capacity of distributed PV solar

systems in Lebanon was of 4 MWp. After the

commissioning of the first phase of the BRSS in 2015,

Lebanon witnessed an increase in solar systems

installed of 52 MWp in only 3 years. The $3.4 million

contract was awarded to a joint venture between local firms

Asaco and Phoenix and it is first grid-connected medium

voltage (MV) solar photovoltaic (PV) system in the history

of Lebanon. The implementation of the first phase has an

installed capacity of one MW extending from the Yerevan

Bridge to the Nahr Bridge over an area of 16,000 m2.

The objectives of the project are to promote renewable

energy and energy efficiency in Lebanon and reduce the

large existing gap between supply and demand and

regardless of any comments that might have been made

about this project, the “World`s First Solar Snake” clearly

had a remarkable impact on the market.

The project is a solar farm covering a distance of 6.5 Km

of the Beirut River that  generates and supplies EDL with

clean energy from the sun’s radiations to eventually meet

the energy needs of around 10,000 households.

The project was designed to be built over ten phases, but

unfortunately, even if Electricite du Liban (EDL) has launched the

tender to implement the second phase of the Beirut River Solar

Snake, back in 2018, the project is now on hold and considering

the current COVID-19, economic and political crisis, it will

probably take a while until the project will be completed.

_______________________________
                   Cover Story

LEBANON,
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HOW HIGH

YOU WANTED

TO FLY? 







Interview with Mrs. Radia Sedaoui. Chief of the Energy Section at ESCWA









The New ERA of Solar Panels! 



             When most people hear the words ‘solar power’ they instantly think of good old solar panels on
rooftops or in a solar farm in the desert. And with good reason: traditional utility-scale and rooftop solar
panels have dominated the solar market until this point. But, there are some promising technologies that
will revolutionize the way we think about not just solar, but energy production in general. Solar no longer
requires large parcels of land or roof space, nor does it need to look boring. Take a look of these amazing
projects that will change the way you look at solar panels. 



T H E  F L O A T I N G  S O L A R  F A R M  I N
H U A I N A N ,  C H I N A  I S  M A D E  U P  O F

1 6 0 , 0 0 0   P A N E L S ,  A T T A C H E D  T O
E A C H  O T H E R  I N  A  H U G E  M O S A I C

S T R U C T U R E .  © S T R  /  A F P

T H E  F U T U R E  O F  S O L A R  –

W H E R E  A R E  W E  H E A D E D ?
Nowadays, technologies are changing rapidly and
enhancing human life by providing alternative solutions,
global communications, fastest information transfers,
comfortability and eases. All human life sectors are
fundamentally based on technology development,
including the energy sector. Solar is already the world`s
fastest growing energy technology. Ten years ago, there
were only 20 GW of installed solar capacity globally – 1
GW being roughly the output of a single large power
station.
By the end of 2019, the world`s installed solar power
had jumped to about 600 GW. Even with the disruption
caused by COVID-19, the forecasts of HIS Markit, a
London-based research company, are an extra 105 GW
of solar capacity worldwide by the end of 2020.

But how can we boast this market even more?

Solar technologies have evolved a lot since they first
made their debut in 1960s. While previously, solar
photovoltaics (PV) were seen as a thing of the future,
today, technological breakthroughs have positioned the
industry for huge growth.
Trending in 2020 are the floating solar farms. As the
silicon panels are becoming cheaper and more efficient,
if photovoltaic panels are placed on reservoirs and other
water bodies, they offer even greater efficiency.
Floating solar farms can generate huge amounts of
electricity without using valuable land or real estate. The
installation costs of floating photovoltaic panels are less
than land-based photovoltaic panels. Also, research
showed that the power production of floating solar
panels is greater by up to 10% due to the cooling effect
of water. Besides producing clean solar power, floating
solar farms can help with water management. 



Building-integrated photovoltaics, as the name
suggests, seamlessly blend into building architecture in
the form of roofs, canopies, curtain walls, facades, and
skylight systems. Unlike traditional solar PV panels,
BIPV can be aesthetically appealing rather than a
compromise to a building’s design. BIPV solar panel
systems enable homeowners to save on building materials
and electric power costs. By substituting BIPV for
standard building materials, you can cut down on the
additional cost of solar panel mounting systems. 

Solar skins  are a novel PV technology to integrate
custom designs into solar panel systems. The solar skin
technology is similar to the ad wraps displayed on bus
windows. Solar thin-film skins maintain high efficiency
due to its selective light filtration advancements. The
sunlight falling on solar skins is filtered to reach the solar
cells beneath it. As a result, it simultaneously  displays
the custom image and provides solar energy. 

Space-based solar power (SBSP) involves collecting
the  sun’s energy in space, and then  wirelessly
transmitting it to Earth. A space-based solar power
technological process includes using  solar panels  to
collect solar energy in space with reflectors or inflatable
mirrors  that direct solar radiation onto solar panels, and
then  beaming it  on Earth through a microwave or  laser.
The energy is then received on Earth via a  microwave
antenna  (a rectenna). According to the  National Space
Society, space-based solar power has the potential
to dwarf all the other sources of energy combined. They
argue that space-based solar power can provide large
quantities of energy with very  little negative
environmental impact. It can also solve our current
energy and greenhouse gas emissions problems.

Novatec Solar recently commissioned a promising energy
storage solution for solar PV systems using a molten salt
storage technology, called Molten Salt Storage
Technology. The process uses inorganic salts to transfer
energy generated by solar PV systems into solar thermal
using heat transfer fluid rather than oils as some storage
system have. The result is that solar plants can operate at
temperatures over 500 degrees Celsius, which would 



S o m e  o f  t h e  t e c h n o l o g i e s  m e n t i o n e d  i n  t h i s  a r t i c l e  e x i s t  a l r e a d y ,

s o m e  a r e  i n  t h e  r e s e a r c h  p h a s e .  E i t h e r  w a y ,  t h i s  i s  a  s m a l l  o u t l o o k

o f  t h e  f u t u r e  o f  s o l a r  t e c h n o l o g y !  A r e  w e  r e a d y  f o r  i t ?

result in a much higher power output. This means that
costs to store solar would be lowered significantly and
utility companies could finally use solar power plants
as base load plants rather than to meet peak demand
during prime daylight hours.

Solar Panel with Built-In Battery.  In a project
funded by the United States Department of Energy,
Ohio State University researchers recently announced
they created a battery that is 20% more efficient and
25% cheaper than anything on the market today. The
secret to the design is that the rechargeable battery is
built into the solar panel itself, rather than operating as
two standalone systems. By conjoining the two into
one system, scientists said they could lower costs by
25% compared to existing products.

Solar Roadways.  Scientists are exploring ways to
actually line highways and roads with solar panels that
would then be used to deploy large amounts of
electricity to the grid. This would help overcome a
major barrier to industrial scale solar, which
opponents say threatens to take up too much land.
Solar roadways have already popped up in the
Netherlands.

The ISP low-concentrating solar panel-plus-tracker
The conic mirrored aluminum reflector waves of the
panel manage to boost cell efficiency 20× through the
concentrated light, which strikes a trough of sliced
silicon cells that represent only 5% of the volume or
area of a traditional crystal silicon panel. The ISP
panels use single junction monocrystalline silicon 

deployed as arrays, with patent-pending processes that
deliver efficiency close to multi junction cells.

Researchers at Imperial College University in London
believe they have discovered a new material - gallium
arsenide - that could make solar PV systems nearly
three times more efficient than existing products on the
market. The solar cells are called "triple junction cells"
and they're much more efficient, because they can be
chemically altered in a manner that optimizes sunlight
capture. The model uses a sensor-driven window blind
that can track sun light along with "light-pipes" that
guide the light into the system.
Anti-solar panels work in a way opposite to
traditional ones. Whereas current versions draw energy

 coming from the sun, anti-solar panels use heat
radiating off the Earth's surface. Anti-solar panels
work according to the same basic principle as the
tradition solar panels, but in reverse. Air grows colder
at night, so heat radiates from the Earth's
surface  —  which warmed during the day  —  toward
space. In a phenomenon  known as radiative cooling,
this heat radiates in the form of infrared light, which
these new devices can use to generate electricity.

And there are actually lots of other innovative
residential solar technologies in development or
currently being rolled out in 2020. Perhaps the most
promising new tech is Perovskite solar cells, which
could soon be used to create solar paint.
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" t h e  m a j o r  c u l p r i t  i n
o u r  e c o n o m y ' s  d e c l i n e
i s  f u e l  i m p o r t s "

I N T E R V I E W  W I T H  M R ,  S A A D  M A A K A R O N ,  P A R T N E R  A T  G R E E N  E S S E N C E  L E B A N O N

What type of  adaptive measures the company /
project  needed? What were the lessons of  this  period?

We had to  cut  costs  drast ical ly ,  reduce our  operat ing cost  and
expenses .  Laying off  people  was the hardest ,  but  i t  was
inevi table  given the s i tuat ion and the lack of  new business .
Lessons:  we should have acted more aggressively to  s tar t
expanding outs ide Lebanon.

What is  the status of  your current project(s)  and
investments  planned for 2020-2021? Which are the
advantages of  your business  and products ,  going
forward? What are your expectations from the public
sector,  state  projects  to  support  future
business?

A few projects  with NGO's  cont inue on t rack.  Old projects
with pr ivate  sector  cont inue with diff icul t  negot ia t ions,  as
most  can only pay in  LBP or  lol lars .  No new projects  s ince
the s i tuat ion unraveled,  and the lack of  hard currency s tar ted
rul ing the market .  Our solut ions are  based on integrat ing high
tech solar  equipment  with more than 80% of  cost  in  imported
goods.
Publ ic  Sector :  f rom our  perspect ive i t  i s  very disappoint ing;
things cont inue to  go in  the opposi te  direct ion and away from
sustainabi l i ty ,  especial ly  in  the energy sector .  Knowing that
the major  culpr i t  in  our  economy's  decl ine is  fuel  imports ,  and
at  a  t ime when developed countr ies  are  divest ing from fossi l
fuels ,  and aggressively integrat ing renewables  into their
energy mix,  Lebanon new Pol icy is  to  s ink deeper  into the
rabbi t  hole .  To make things worse,  now energy sold by EDL,
or  diesel  generator  "operators"  is  cheaper  than ever ,  heavi ly
subsidized via  f ixing the pr ice  of  imported fuel  on the old
LBP/USD rate .  This  encourages consumers  to  waste  more.



For the t ime being the future  looks gr im,
but  we look forward to  a  t ime when
radical  change in  pol icy would shif t  us
away from import ing our  energy and
towards producing al l  we need from a
combinat ion of  renewables  in  a  short
number of  years .

We thank our  c l ients  and par tners  for
get t ing us  here .  After  a l l ,  they al l  have
been pioneers  in  adopt ing our  advocated
concepts  of  reducing the use of  energy
and producing a  whole lot  f rom renewable
sources .  The near  future  may look
troubled,  but  beyond the horizon,  and
after  the s t ruggle ,  a  new society wil l
emerge,  a  society that  understands and
defends sustainable  pract ices .

What transformations you expect  in
your sector,  their  effects  for the
Lebanese economy and in a     
 regional  perspective? ( in areas l ike
prices ,  costs ,  supply chain,
technology disruption,  f inancing,
HR, safety & security)
I  would rather  l is t  the t ransformations I
would l ike to  see in  the sectors  we ' re
involved in ,  and we hope to  have the
persuasive s t rength and might  to  effect
change towards sustainabi l i ty .

-  Energy Eff ic iency:  we waste  a  whole lot  of
energy in  bui ldings and t ransportat ion,  we
have to  take a  c loser  look at  how we bui ld  our
homes,  the mater ia ls  we use,  and t ry  to
innovate  in  a  c lear  direct ion to  reduce
pol lut ion,  consumption,  and energy.
-  Renewables:  We cont inue to  pay dear ly  for
energy imports  when we can be a  net  exporter
of  renewable energy from solar ,  hydro,  wind.
Regulat ions that  encourage the development
and deployment  of  Lebanon made technology
towards a  100% sustainable  energy in  < 15
years .

What is  your message to cl ients  and
partners?

Saad Maakaron is  an energy eff ic iency and solar solutions expert .  He is  the
Co-founder and director for business  development,  at  Green Essence,  a
company with the mission to bring the benefits  of  solar to everyone.  He is  a
strong advocate of  energy independence with the tools  to  make i t  happen.
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What type of adaptive measures the company
needed? What were the lessons of this period?

W e ’ r e  i n  t h e
b u s i n e s s  o f
r e c y c l i n g  e n e r g y ,
n o t  i d e a s .

At FREE energy we reduced our exposure to EPC
projects and focused on energy and indoor air quality
consulting in Lebanon; while focusing on taking our
work outside the country.

What is the status of your current
project(s) and investments planned for
2020-2021? Which are the advantages of
your business and products, going
forward? What are your expectations
from the public sector, state projects to
support future business?

As the country is struggling to find its balance, our
main focus is taking the business outside the country
and creating value elsewhere.
After Covid-19, business around the world are
struggling to reduce their cost and reinforce their
resilience; consequently, FREE energy is positioning
as the energy partner who is able to assist facilities in
reducing their energy cost. 
We have already succeeded in building a portfolio of
solar projects in Saudi Arabia in addition to several
energy audits for prominent players in the Kingdom.

What transformations you expect in your
sector, their effects for the Lebanese
economy and in a regional perspective?
(in areas like prices, costs, supply chain,
technology disruption, financing,
HR, safety & security)

Without a proper banking system and stable
economy, we believe maneuvering the Lebanese
market will be very tricky.

"We are leading the way as the energy solution
providers of the region, where our purpose is to
manage energy resources in a creative and
effective way, in an effort to create harmony
between our existence and the environment.
Our innovative solutions are customized according
to our client’s needs: thus, every solution is unique
and every project is a new challenge and
opportunity for growth."

Antoine Skayem 
CEO & Managing Partner of FREE energy



W e  b e l i e v e  i n   

"We want to change the world. 
One solution at a time."

http://freeenergy.co/
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USE OF SMART
MATERIAL FOR

BUILDING ENERGY
EFFICIENCY

P H A S E  C H A N G E  M A T E R I A L  ( P C M )

Ghina Annan is a senior sustainability specialist and climate
leader with 10 years of experience at Dar al Handasah. She
received her Bachelor of Engineering degree and Master of
Engineering in Applied Energy from the American University of
Beirut in 2014. She has multiple international certifications in
sustainable performance based systems, energy management and
district scale urban development. She is a member of several
Technical Committees including ASHRAE global climate change
and smart building systems. She is a board member in the
Association of Energy Engineers – Lebanon Chapter (AEE) and the
Council on Women in Energy & Environmental Leadership
(CWEEL).  She is also a member of the Order of Engineers and
Architects of Beirut - Lebanese Women Committee.

As head of buildings sustainability unit at Dar al Handasah (Shair
and Partners), Balsam Nehme plays an influential role in the
development of sustainable innovative high performance design.
With over 15 years’ experience in the sustainability field, she
facilitates design charrettes, and has a comprehensive background
in building physics, sustainable design, and integrated design
processes. Through the sustainability networking firm-wide; Dar is
now an internationally recognized leader in the sustainable design
movement.

Realizing smart material to
reform our world by ensuring

energy efficiency and reducing
carbon footprint



 

Technologies focus on both enhancing
performance and minimizing or eliminating
environmental impacts with a challenge to keep
the commercial implications as low as possible.
Innovative Phase Change Material (PCM)
technology contributes to major energy
consumption reduction in the built environment
as this material discharges adequate energy at
phase change to make available advantageous
heating or cooling operations. What makes
PCMs distinctive is the retained high latent heat
of fusion which allows the absorption of thermal
energy and further stores it throughout the
solid-to-liquid phase conversion. In fact, PCMs
effectively preserve internal temperatures at any
preferred level exclusive of the utilization of gas
or fuel.
 
Essentially, PCMs foster a significant reduced
amount of heat loss to the atmospheres in
comparison with sensible heat storage. They
also discharge and accumulate heat at a uniform
temperature performing as a regulator scheme.
Prominently, PCMs require no machine-driven
cooling or massive energy density. PCM
categories take account of various origins
including inorganic, organic and bio-based
summarized in the table below:

Bio-based PCMs are the best type to be
introduced in the construction field since
they are sustainable, cheap and available.
PCMs reduce the cost of energy by reducing
the HVAC runtime & cycling. PCM
performance is responsive to climate zone,
project design, melting and freezing points
and latent heat. Also, the best energy
reduction is achieved by Bio-based PCMs
with melting point 29°C. The payback
period of using Bio-based PCMs is less than
10 years.
 
The integration of PCMs into various
building features, including roofs, walls and
floors is possible.
 
By maintaining the latent heat in the solid
liquid state of the PCM, temperature
variations inside interior spaces is
decreased. Hence, peak loads due to
heating and cooling is significantly reduced.
 
Buildings in the MENA region are mostly
distinctive of a hot climates, accordingly
PCMs entail a higher melting point. PCMs
positioned in a wall cavity freeze during the
night from the ventilation process.
Subsequently, during daytime he
temperature upsurge to more than the
PCM’s melting point, so when the outside
air move into the cavity, the PCM absorb
the air thermal energy causing it to
discharge into the interior environment.
Finally, internal temperatures are dropped.
 
Key Performance Specification Criteria Shall
Include the following: Latent heat capacity
(KJ), Phase transition temperature (°C),
Thermal conductivity and cycling stability.
PCM contributes to LEED green building
rating system as it enhances the Indoor
Environmental Quality, through promotingTable 1: Assessment of the main Types of PCMSt
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GUEST EXPERTS



 
Free Cooling PCM application is
evident in particular weather
conditions, especially as low night
temperatures supply cold energy
storage that may also be applied
during
the day for cooling. This scheme
proved success in the Headquarters of
Melbourne City Council where a
cooling tower is used to decrease wet
bulb temperature to charge PCM tanks
in absence of refrigeration. Again, the
cooling energy, stored in PCM
overnight, is then used in the day all
over the building.
 
A heat recovery system with PCM
base, is incorporated to ensure that
heat energy leaving the furnace is not
unexploited but rather absorbed. PCM
thermal Energy storage charging
process starts with having the
elevated temperature exhaust gases
enable the PCM to transition its phase
to liquid while storing the heat in the
form of latent heat capacity. Next, gas
through thermal energy storage
causes air combustion flow and while
heat is freed the PCM solidifies again.
 
Chilled water PCM application
considers using +8~/+10°C PCM
energy storage. The advantage is
exploiting a common water chiller
excluding a low temperature Glycol
chillers. So, depending on unit type
and location, the anticipated COP is
almost 17-36% improved while making
use of 24/7 hour load distribution.
 
Finally, passive cooling depends on
normal existing temperatures
variations in both day and night times.
In this passive cooling system pattern,
night cold energy is absorb by the
PCM and is then taken advantage for
solar gain absorption in the day time.

Applying PCM in air conditioning is through a
TES tank implemented into a storage system,
storing any excess heat or cold. This scheme
ensures reduced cooling and heating yet a
larger provision of enough volume storage. As
a result, both cooling and heating loads are
shifted to the off-peak times such that the
sources of both cooling and heating source
are not used during the peak periods and thus
accomplishing lower cost electricity bills.
 
How does PCM perform in a heat pump? Heat
pumps use air, water or possibly ground
geothermal energy sources to take away
energy from one side of the refrigeration
circuit and relocate it to the other side of the
refrigeration cycle. As a result, reduced
running costs are anticipated because of a
decreased night electricity rates. Moreover, an
impactful increase of the combined coefficient
of performance of the Heat pump also
considerably diminishes the inclusive power
requirement of this system.

occupants’ productivity, comfort, and well-
being. PCM applications include air
conditioning, heat pump, free cooling, heat
recovery, chilled water and passive cooling as
show in the figure below: 
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What made you think of the concept
Beirut Riverless?

The installation of a solar array over
Beirut River in 2013. While the project
is a great win for the renewable energy
sector, it signaled another nail-in-the-
coffin for the river, the communities
alongside it, and the natural
environment. Beirut RiverLESS is a
research and action project studying
the transformation of Beirut River from
a natural ecosystem to a waste
infrastructure, discharging into the
Mediterranean sea. Beirut RiverLESS
proposes a set of urban interventions
with the power to transform an urban
blight into a healthy socio-economic
success-story.

A holistic approach, based on systems level
and biomimicry thinking.

Adib Dada is the
founder of
theOtherDada [tOD]
Integrated 
 Consultancy &
Architecture, which
mission is to activate
projects across
architecture, design,
and art by creating
unconventional links
at the frontier of
science. 

If you had to name the most
important challenge lying ahead
for the “Beirut RiverLESS” idea
to be finalized, what would it be?

A shift in mindset: 
Communities need to stop thinking
of the river as a dirty canal, and
remember the time where their
parents and grandparents used to
gather along the banks of the river
to fish, swim, picnic and coexist. 
Ministries and Municipalities need
to stop thinking of the river as a
waste infrastructure, where the
clean water is pumped at source
and is replaced by solid waste, 

 industrial effluent, agricultural runoff
and raw municipal sewage. Beirut
River is a natural asset that could be
reclaimed in the same manner as other
cities around the world have managed
to re-nature their urban rivers and turn
them back into functional ecosystems
and vibrant spaces for community. This
leads to economic empowerment of
vulnerable communities and
environmental resilience of the city.

What is your strategy of making this
dream come true?

A holistic approach, based on systems
level and biomimicry thinking. Our

.

BEIRUT RIVERLESS

"Communities need to stop thinking of the river as a dirty canal."



strategy breaks the challenges down to
manageable parts, easy to implement and
replicate, soft and hard interventions across
cities all over Lebanon. These cover
environmental rehabilitation, inclusive
urban planning, access to soft mobility,
green infrastructure…
One major step we have taken is the
planting of 2 dense native urban forests in
May 2019, one by the concrete banks of the
river in Sin El Fil, and the other in Ghobeiri.
The Miyawaki method of afforestation we
employ with our partners, is a low-cost,
proven methodology that has proven to be
successful worldwide. It consists of re-
wilding very small to large urban
areas, leftover spaces, roundabouts and
sidewalks. 
Afforestation is scientifically recognized as
one of the most effective ways to mitigate
climate change, reduce urban pollution and
heat island effect, and restore the natural
water cycle. Hence its importance as a
strategy alongside Beirut River. 
To curtail political and administrative
disinterest, our approach is geared towards
empowering local communities and
businesses to demand action and take
ownership of these leftover spaces, turning
them into urban forests and vibrant social
and economic spaces.
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environmental problems such as
coastal landfills and unregulated
burning of waste]. The river and its
surrounding areas are dead
environmental as well as almost-dead
economic zones due to the pollution.
By cleaning the river and valorizing
it, we are jump-starting economic
growth and gaining valuable land on
both sides of the river. The aim is to
do this with a sensitive long-term
view to avoid short-term economic
gains and urban gentrification,
favoring instead a regenerative
circular economy.  
The positive impacts would also be
felt in the tourism sector which has
seen a great expansion and move
towards slow and conscious eco-
tourism.

What strategic argument would
determine investors to develop Beirut
RiverLESS?

Environmental degradation costs. The
deterioration of the river and the whole
ecosystems related to it, are costing the
public sector 485 million dollars per year
[as per 2013 data, figure should now be
much higher because of recent

Which measures would you like to
see taken by the authorities
/administration to make Beirut
RiverLESS a reality?

First and foremost, stop the massive
dumping of solid waste, industrial
effluent, agricultural runoff and raw
municipal sewage. Limit the amount
of water pumped at source, to allow
the natural water cycle to be restored.
Stop the expansion of the solar 

 
array over the river. While it may have
been a useful pilot project, there are
more efficient ways and places to
develop such projects while reducing
the negative on the neighborhoods and
communities. Empower communities
to voice their concerns and act upon
them to regenerate their
neighborhoods.
Recognize and facilitate PPP, offer
incentives to companies and
individuals to positively impact their
surroundings.
We can plant very dense native urban
forests for as little as 8,000 dollars per
100 square meters. Forests which will
become completely self-sufficient
within 2 years. That means 400 native
trees and shrubs, which will sequester
CO2 and reduce pollution and heat
levels. That means a restored natural
water cycle, recharging are over-
exploited underground aquifers. That
means helping Lebanon with its
[national voluntary reductions target
??]
formulated at COP21, helping
businesses comply with the UN
Sustainable Development Goals 11, 13
and 15. That means giving Lebanon a
chance to become more resilient in the
face of worldwide social, economic
and climate crisis.







2020 was different. We learned to

interact differently, we learned how to

move forward in a more digitalized

manner, but even so, we haven`t lost

our need for human interaction, which

is why we kept Energy Strategies

Summit, in a traditional physical

conference, even if in with restricted

number of participants. This edition,

while hybrid, we provided a broad

range of energy topics and brought

together hundreds of practitioners,

developers, experts, governmental

representatives and leaders from

around the region to share best

practices, gain valuable information

and make new connections in the

industry. We’re excited that we now

understand better what our attendees’

worlds look like and discover what

they’ve learned in 2020 and what is

expected from 2021.”

Raluca Buna, CEO, World Elite Solutions
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